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Study on Data Transmission Using Li-Fi
in Vehicle to Vehicle Anti-Collision
System

Rosebell Paul, Neenu Sebastian, P. S. Yadukrishnan, and Parvathy Vinod

Abstract This paper examines the relevance of a fast approaching highly secure and
fast data transmission technique using Li-Fi. It describes the upcoming technology
Li-Fi and its applications as well as the developments made in it so far. It enlightens
on the new era that will soon be used in almost all domains like health sector, school,
bank and so on. An application framework design has been studied to analyze the
role of Li-Fi in the process of communication.

Keywords Li-Fi · Light emitting diode (LED) ·Wireless communication · IoT ·
V2V communication · Data transmission

1 Introduction

Light emitting diodes (LED) bulbs that are used in our household as light source
are not only capable of lighting the surroundings but can also be used to transmit
data. This idea forms the backbone of the new technology Li-Fi. Li-Fi stands for
light fidelity and it uses LEDs intensity variation for transmission of data. It is very
difficult or almost impossible for the human eyes to trace this variation as it happens
too rapidly. We can say that Li-Fi is a light-based Wi-Fi technology. The Li-Fi
revolution can possibly eliminate most of the problems of the existing wireless-
fidelity infrastructure (Wi-Fi) in several core areas like medicine and health sector
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since it evokes no electromagnetic reaction. The recent studies made in Li-Fi [1]
reveal that it is going to be a part of the framework of 5G. It has been recognized by
IEEE since the end of 2017, as an IEEE 802.11 working group has been formed for
making the studies on standards for visual light communications. Wi-Fi has to abide
to the country’s particular regulations as it works with the spectrum allocation but
Li-Fi does not.

Professor Harald Haasa German physicist, known as the founder of Li-Fi, intro-
duced the term Li-Fi and he is the co-founder of PureLi-Fi which is a company based
on light communication established by him in 2012 to work intensively on this new
finding. He successfully illustrated a Li-Fi prototype at the TED Global conference
in Edinburgh on 12 July 2011. He used a table lamp with an LED bulb to transmit a
video that was then projected onto a screen. [2]. This idea pioneered by him gave a
new direction to the researchers to explore more on the light waves [3].

In the next section, the basic principle of Li-Fi is explained followed by a briefing
on a few applications of Li-Fi with several examples where it has already been imple-
mented. In the Sect. 4, a comparative study is made with Wi-Fi. Section 5 describes
the market growth of Li-Fi along with a study of converging Li-Fi with several
emerging technologies. Section 6 is a prototype model framework illustrating the
data transmission using Li-Fi in a vehicle to vehicle communication to avoid colli-
sion. Sections 7 and 8 show the analog and digital data transmission in our system.
The results and inferences obtained from our experimental study are mentioned in
Sect. 8. Finally, this paper is a journey through the developments made so far using
Li-Fi and the authenticity of using Li-Fi for data transmission in analog and digital
format is studied using the prototype model.

2 Principle of Li-Fi

Li-Fi can be termed as light-based Wi-Fi, i.e., instead of radio waves, it uses light
to transmit data. In place of Wi-Fi modems, Li-Fi would use transceivers that have
LED lamps that could brighten a room as well as transmit and receive information.
It makes use of the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum which is hardly
utilized.

LED bulbs or any light source can be used to transmit the data and the photode-
tector is used to detect the flash light emitted from the transmitter side. The data to be
transmitted has to be encoded into a binary format which consists of a sequence of
1’s and 0’s. This binary stream of data is given as input to the LED light source and
it will be transmitted when the LED glows. These flashes are then detected by the
photosensors. The photosensors transfer the binary data for amplification, thereby
strengthening the signal in order to decode the binary digits. Finally, the decoded
data is transferred to the end device [4].

The block diagram of a Li-Fi transmitter and receiver system is depicted below.
Transmitter section consists of the Web server, modem and LED driver (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Basic block diagram of the transmission section

Fig. 2 Basic block diagram of the receiver section

Modem performs the necessary modulation to the incoming data, thereby making
the data signals more suitable. As we change the intensity of the current send to the
LED bulb, the brightness of the bulb changes which can then be converted into 1 s
when illumination is maximum and 0 s when illumination is minimum. In this way
the LED bulb is rapidly flickered, millions of time and is not visible to our naked
eyes. In order to control this flickering properly, we make use of modulation. The
three different types of modulation in Li-Fi are: single carrier modulation (SCK),
multiple carrier modulation (MCK) and color modulation [2].

LED driver changes the driving current for this LED bulb according to the
incoming streaming data to get the flickering. It plays the role in the conversion
of digital signal to photonic signal.

Receiver section consists of the photoreceiver and is then given for signal
conditioning before being transferred to the computer (Fig. 2).

Photoreceiver or the photodiode converts the optical signals received into elec-
trical impulses. Signal conditioningmainly performs the necessary amplification and
processing of the received signals before sending to the work devices. Thus, we can
say that Li-Fi provides a one to one point of communication between any two devices
in a highly secure manner. It has a speed much faster than the existing connection
technologies. Though the term came into being in 2011, several studies and research
are still being done to make it accepted all over the world. Since it makes use of the
visible light spectrum, it can be used to pave way for communication at places where
Internet access is denied like petrol pumps, operation theater, aircraft, etc. A study
on the several applications developed using Li-Fi in several systems reveals that this
technology will soon conquer the whole world. Li-Fi can protect the mankind from
radio waves as the light spectrum used in Li-Fi does not penetrate through the body
and is much safer when compared to the hazards caused by radio waves [5].
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3 Applications of Li-Fi

3.1 Li-Fi in Medical Department

The radiation hazards caused to the human body can be drastically reduced if we
make use of Li-Fi technology. The minute details of patients can be continuously
monitored as long as there is a LED light in the room and the data transmission is done
in such fast rate that emergency situation can be handled well. The main challenges
in our hospitals are that the rooms require multiple access, and therefore the network
becomes dense and heavy and complex cables are needed for the different equipment.
The typical network architecture which consist of laying cables, installing routers,
switches, etc., becomes difficult in hospitals. Schnell Li-Fi along with Huawei has
come with the idea of all optical hospital in which they use Li-Fi and optic fiber
as a better choice for hospital infrastructure. They called it green networks as Li-Fi
technology uses passive light with no known health hazards. Similarly, Li-Fi is the
best option in a room which has confidential information as it cannot be hacked.
The photonics network will always be preferred in future for sensitive environment
which consist of several medical devices as theWi-Fi signals might interfere with the
device signals at hospitals thereby affecting the readings. The various devices in the
hospitals are connected to each other and may also require to transfer data to cloud
for future analysis. As IoT enters the surgery room, Wi-Fi will become obsolete.
The Li-Fi devices of Schnell were proven to be compatible with the Huawei and so
they just had to plug and play making it easy to assemble and reconfigure. Thus, Li-
Fi provides wireless connectivity for telemedicine, lifesaving applications, hospital
security systems and vital body sensors. Similarly, Li-Fi indoor positioning system
can optimize the navigation within the hospitals [6].

3.2 Li-Fi in Aircraft

For the first time in world, Air France A321 tested Li-Fi Technology during a flight
in a 12-seater specially designed aircraft in which the travelers could play video
games. By working on it for a short time span of a little of 6 months they built the
system and successfully usedLi-Fi describing it to be amuch simpler technology than
the traditional equipment they used and hosted the Air France Trackmania Cup in
October 2019. They used fiber optic cables to transmit the light-based Internet access.
They installed a baggage compartment which acts as the server that was designated
to transmit the data notably the video games. They had installed a dedicated headrest
for the screen and a dongle for transmitting Li-Fi communications. A detector was
installed for optical transmission. Thus, Li-Fi enabled 10 gamers to play together
and it is several times faster than Wi-Fi, thereby provided a more viable experience.

The ability to safely access the Internet at 30,000 ft is becoming commonplace
nowadays. However, as passengers place greater demands on the in-flight Internet
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bandwidth, the connected experience could become less of a benefit to the experience
and more of a frustration, because airplane mode blocks your connection to cellular
networks and it is not possible to communicate or make calls using phone calls. The
airplane mode will turn off the Wi-Fi connection and thus will abrupt all the services
that requires Internet connectivity.

Li-Fi solves a ‘congestion’ issue. In the data-driven world that we live in, we are
running out of radio spectrum. This is a problem in crowded places like airports and
aircraft interiors as it means that the current available bandwidth does not support
the hundreds of people wishing to use data-intensive applications and the Internet
in the same place at the same time. Li-Fi solves this issue by using 1000 times the
bandwidth compared with the entire radio frequency spectrum. This is additional
free, unregulated bandwidth in the visible light spectrum.

Li-Fi paves the way for local area networks to be established, which means that
passengers canmake calls, use the Internet and access in-flight entertainment systems
more easily.

In a world fast being dominated by big data, safeguarding information is
paramount. In the cabin, although Li-Fi signals can leak through windows, the tech-
nology offers greater protection to passengers than a Wi-Fi connection. But the
biggest gains will be experienced by OEMs. Their manufacturing halls often have
lots of LED lighting and few windows, which will enhance data security in their
facilities.

3.3 Underwater Communication System Using Li-Fi

The underwater communication system is a research area of great demand as the
limitations in bandwidth, energy consumption of the devices used and distance pose
a big challenge. The underwater communication system based on Li-Fi technology
provides protection against ship collisions on the sea. Most remotely operated under-
water vehicles (ROVs) are controlled by dedicated wired connections. Since light
can travel through water, Li-Fi based communications could offer much greater
mobility. An underwater communication system utilizing visible light communica-
tion (VLC) technology will be ideal for military and scuba divers operating under
vessels, allowing communication within the light spectrum to a certain radius via an
audio system built into their diving suits. This project focuses on the safety of the sea
in which the headlights, which consist of LEDs acting as transmitters, communicate
with photosensors acting as receivers. White LEDs used in the head and tail lights
can effectively be used for short-range communication with the photodetectors. The
application is cost effective as LEDs are cheap and simple algorithms are proposed
for signal generation and transmission.

A study on the usage of Li-Fi for underwater communication by observing the
propagation of visible lightwhich is affected by inherent optical properties absorption
and scattering is made in. It describes the bio-optical model which concentrates on
the chlorophyll approach of propagation of light in seawater [7].
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Recently, SaNoor’s Laser Li-Fi Solutions used laser-based rays underwater for
data transmission and to link several devices and allow Internet of underwater things.
They claim that this technology enabled them to allow transmission at giga bytes per
second. This system removed all the hassles created in the several existing underwater
data transmission systems which consists of lot many of wires as well as and has
limited operational range. The signal was sent from seafloor passing through sea
and air in spite of the constant motions of the sea waves as well as the foams and
bubbles. They found this solution useful for many applications like underwater pipe
leak monitoring, underwater environment monitoring, offshore wind fan, etc.

3.4 Li-Fi in Office Rooms

PureLi-Fi came up with a fully networked Li-Fi system by the end of 2017. In the Li-
Fi-enabled boardroom, they equipped six lights and it was more than enough for any
kind of uninterrupted streaming services. They had come up with a dongle in 2016
which can be connected via universal serial bus to the laptops or other devices on
which we need the data transfer and Internet connectivity. This dongle consists of a
photodiode and the Infrared transmitter which is used to transfer data back to the LED
source. PureLi-Fi had then revealed their future plan of making of semiconductor
technology to neutralize this usage of dongle and make Li-Fi core-integrated.

BeamCastor is aLi-Fi-based local area networkwhichwas developed by aRussian
companyStinsComan in 2014. In this, theymade use of a routerwhichwas capable of
transmitting signal using a light beam that had a coverage of approximately 7–8 m. It
was successfully transmitted to eight devices at same timeplaced at different positions
in the office and achieved a four times faster rate than Wi-Fi. The transmission
model has to be installed on the ceiling and the receiver model is configured on the
work devices. The key highlights of this system were the mobility and the ease of
configuration and it could be easily disassembled.

3.5 Li-Fi in V2V and V2I Communication

Vehicle to vehicle communication (V2V) has an underlying wireless protocol called
dedicated short-range communications (DSRC). A lost cost V2V communication
system is developedDSRCandglobal positioning system (GPS). Thevehicle control-
ling information such as transmission rate, brake status, speed, acceleration, global
positioning and path history are taken into consideration to prevent crashes. With
the help of these information if a vehicle in front puts a sudden brake suitable trans-
mission of warning signal can be sent. Similarly, if a vehicle in front makes a slow
movement and the vehicle you are driving is moving at pace faster, it might cause a
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collision. V2V communication helps to pass the alert on time using the wireless
communication. Li-Fi technology can be clubbed suitable in this system as it is
having high speed transmission rate which will help in this time critical situations to
prevent accidents [8].

In case of traffic system, Li-Fi can be used to enable the vehicle to infrastructure
communication (V2I) as the LED in the traffic lights can act as the medium to pass
signal to the first car in the lane. This car can then transmit this information to the
one behind it. The one to one point communication technology principle of Li-Fi
helps to ensure secure communications without congestion. The usage of Li-Fi in
smart traffic net which is soon going to be the upcoming transportation system has
been described in [9].

4 A Comparative Study Between Li-Fi and Wi-Fi

4.1 Wi-Fi Technology

Wi-Fi is an existing wireless networking technology which was invented by NCR
corporation in 1991 and is widely in use. By using this technology, we can
exchange the information between two or more devices. The radio waves act as
the medium thereby making the Wi-Fi networking possible. Wi-Fi uses routers and
radio frequency and the radio signals are transmitted from antennas and routers.
These signals are picked up by Wi-Fi receivers, such as computers and cell phones
that are ready with Wi-Fi cards. Wi-Fi is used for Internet browsing with the help of
Wi-Fi kiosks orWi-Fi hotspots.Wi-Fi data transfer speed ranges from 150 to 2 Gbps.
It has a coverage area of up to 32 mWi-Fi radiations that can harm human health. It
is not suitable for airlines and undersea communications.

4.2 Comparison with Li-Fi System

(a) System Requirements: Li-Fi only needs lamp driver, LED bulb and photode-
tector which are not at all expensive. Wi-Fi requires routers to be installed and
subscriber devices are referred as stations.

(b) Capacity: The visible light spectrum is several thousand times larger than the
spectrum of radio waves. For visible light, the frequency ranges from 400 to
700 THz, but for radio waves, the range is from 3 kHz to 300 GHz. Thus, Li-Fi
signals which are based on visible light spectrum will definitely have a larger
capacity.

(c) Efficiency: LED lights consume less energy and are highly efficient. Li-Fi can
successfully work in a high dense environment, whereas Wi-Fi can flawlessly
work in less dense environment due to interference related issues.
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(d) Availability: Light sources are present in every nook and corner of the world.
Hence, the availability is not an issue. The billions of light bulbs worldwide
need only be replaced by LEDs.

(e) Interruption: Light of course does not cross the walls and thus data transmis-
sion using light waves is more secure than Wi-Fi where the radio waves can
penetrate across the walls. Thus, it is not easy to intercept the data transmitted
via light beam, but hackers can eavesdrop the data transmission using Wi-Fi.
On observing the electromagnetic spectrum, the bandwidth of the radio waves
is up to 300 Ghz. The bandwidth of the visible spectrum alone is up to 300 Thz
which approximately thousand times more compared to the bandwidth of the
radio waves. Thus, apart from attaining higher speed, there will not be any
electromagnetic interference.

(f) Data Transfer Speed: 4G LT and LTE advance have a maximum of 1 Gbps for
stationary users and100mbps formobile userswhich are theoretical figures and
the actual speedmight be lesser than these. The average 4GLTE speed provided
by countries with highest Internet usage is 40–50 Mbps. Researchers have
found up to 10 Gbps in Li-Fi prototype models. This speed can be increased
more by using array of LED source or by using the multiple color RGB LED’s
where each of it can transfer at a speed of 10Gbps. In such a manner up
to 100Gbps, when the whole visible spectrum can be used. Wi-Fi standards
IEEE 802.11.ac have a maximum 1.3 Gbps transfer speed which comes under
5GHzband and IEEE802.11.ad provide amaximumspeed of 7Gbps as defined
theoretically. Though these speeds are enough to meet our daily need now, as
we step into the era of Internet of things, these might not be enough and there
comes the urge of maybe 100 Gbps where Li-Fi comes into effect. Thus, Li-Fi
is ten times better than the current Wi-Fi on the basis of speed [10].

(g) Coverage: Li-Fi coverage depends on the intensity of the light but expected
coverage is 10 m. Wi-Fi provides about 32 m (WLAN 802.11b/11 g) and it
will vary based on the transmit power and antenna type.

(h) Technology: Li-Fi present Infrared Data Association (IrDA) compliant devices
and Wi-Fi presents WLAN 802.11a/b/g/n/ac/ad standard compliant devices
[11].

Specification Li-Fi Wi-Fi

System requirement LED bulb, photodetector Router, subscriber devices

Capacity 400–700 THz 3 KHz–300 GHz

Efficiency Consume less energy and
highly efficient

Affected by inference and less
efficient

Availability Light sources and widely
available

Need special requirements

Data transfer rate Very high (~1Gbps) Low (100 Mbps–1 Gbps)

Cost and power consumption Low High

(continued)
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(continued)

Specification Li-Fi Wi-Fi

Coverage ~10 m (depending upon the
intensity of light)

~32 m (depending upon the
transmitting power and
antennae type)

Technology Infrared data association
(IrDA) compliant devices

WLAN standard compliant
devices

5 Li-Fi in the Industry and Convergence of Li-Fi
with Emerging Technologies

There are many companies that have started to bring the Li-Fi-based products into
the markets.

PureLi-Fi, co-founded by Professor Harald Haas, provides kits to support the
evaluation of high speed Li-Fi components, light antenna technology for integration
into the mobile devices and the systems that allows to deploy Li-Fi.

Oledcomm is providing Li-Fi network interface devices. And they are concen-
trating on improving the design of Li-Fi router solutions for LED-based systems.

LightBee is working on automotive control access and car2car communications
modules.

Velmenni, Firefly, Lucibel, LightBee, LVX System, Signify, Vlncomm, LIFX,
Luciom are a few of themwhich are all concentrating on Li-Fi technology. According
to the survey made by marketresearchfuture.com, Li-Fi market is expected to grow
at approx. USD 51 Billion by 2023, at 70% of CAGR between 2017 and 2023.
Because of the revolution in the technical world where all the devices are getting
connected high speed of data transmission is going to be a matter of prime concern
and foreseeing this many companies like General Electric and Philips are investing
into Li-Fi market.

5.1 Li-Fi and IoT

Internet of things is a system of interrelated computing devices which can exchange
information and transmit data without human interaction. IoT devices comprises of
several sensors, actuators, connectivity/communication electronics and software to
capture, filter and exchange data about themselves, their state and their environment.
However, this widespread development in IoT which interconnects larger scale of
heterogeneous devices creates a big challenge so as to how to safeguard the hardware
and the networks in the IoT system and transfer data without interferences and delay
[12]. Thus, integrating the Li-Fi concept with IoT provides solutions to a wider
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variety of problems in different domains. Unipolar orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (U-OFDM) which is used in Li-Fi technology gives high speed data
transmission alongwith room illumination.As a result, enough bandwidth is obtained
to accommodate large number of IoT devices [13]. Massive multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) which consists of several antennas at the transmitter and receiver
based on visible light spectrum will have higher bandwidth [14].

5.2 Li-Fi and Cloud

Cloud acts a centralized storage and it allows to store, manage and process data over
the Internet using large group of servers based on virtualization technology. The
data is stored and retrieved in a data center, instead of locally on the user device. As
IoT-enabled environment requires large amount of data to be stored and processed
frequently, cloudmakes it possible to enable access of the same data and applications
from any part of the world. The increasing demand of wireless communication has
posed a problem of acquiring real-time data without latency delay and bandwidth
bottleneck problems from cloud. In the existing IoT network, especially in highly
dense environment, the available radio spectrumbecomes insufficient. Li-Fi due to its
high speed and greater bandwidth can be a stand in such a scenario. The challenges of
the existing cloud IoT paradigm and a Li-Fi-based hybrid cloud framework study are
described in [15]. In their study, a layered architecture comprising of infrastructure
layer or the physical layer, local or private cloud layer and global or public cloud layer
is proposed. The communication between the local cloud and the IoT devices in the
physical is established using Li-Fi enabled access point which acts as a forwarding
device. The IoT devices will be embedded with LED and photodiode which will
make the light communication possible [12].

5.3 Li-Fi and Real-Time Analytics

Time critical applications such as tracking and navigation are mainly based on real-
time analytics. The large amount of data gathered is analyzed by applying logic and
mathematical concepts to make conclusions, decisions and future predictions. The
current business world which concentrates on making all the services much easier
for customers keeps a constant watch on the data which can be the customer behavior
pattern and gives suggestion for the next activity based on the analysis. This can be
applied in the area of online shopping, medical sector, traffic system and so on. The
Li-Fi-based companies have already startedworkingwith the real-time data analytics
using the data which gets stored on their cloud using indoor positioning system (IPS).
IPS is a system similar to global positioning system (GPS) but it is within the indoor
environments where the satellite technologies are less efficient.
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There are different technologies for IPS like acoustic systems, proximity based,
infrared systems, Bluetooth based and so on. GeoLi-Fi is a Li-Fi-based geolocation
platform by Li-Fi supporting companies like Basic6 and Oledcomm for indoor envi-
ronments. Light fidelity access point installed in a dense network will gather accurate
location information and create a map. The system comprises of Li-Fi LEDs that
stream information as unique identifiers, LED Li-Fi modulator which transforms
LED lights into a very simple Li-Fi antenna, Li-Fi-enabled tablets utilizing software
communicate to consumers, centralized managerial interface and tools to perform
the analytics, planning, forecasting and management. Each of the light source has a
unique identifier and a mapping is defined of where all these lights are located and
a unique identifier for those positions [16]. The tablets which are customized with
the photodiode, and therefore whenever the tablet is under the Li-Fi enabled light its
location is accurately identified. Instead of customized tablets, it is also possible to
make use of Li-Fi-enabled dongle which can be easily plugged into our smartphones.

This system can be used in big supermarkets and the customer shopping pattern
which is tracked using IPS is sent to cloud, real-time analytics can be applied, and
thus the future shopping pattern can be predicted accurately. It can also make the
shopping process much easier by giving information regarding the necessary item’s
location in the store and any additional information regarding it. This Li-Fi-based IPS
can also be installed in emergency places like hospitals so that optimized navigation
can be made without any delay [6].

6 Prototype Description

In this prototype, light is used as a medium of transmission. With the advent of
Internet of vehicles, the entire traffic is going to be automated soon. Hence, using
the headlights of the vehicles, an automated brake system can be implemented with
Li-Fi support [2]. Earlier spread spectrum mechanisms were used in order to meet
the needs of communication between vehicles. The military vehicle services are
maintained and scrutinized based on the spread spectrum methodology.

Amajor drawbackof the traditional system is that it requires the complete attention
of the driver to control the speed and occurrence of a collision. But according to the
proposed system in [2], the alert signal send to the vehicle as demonstrated with
the help of light signals. Here, automation can be achieved as the distance between
the vehicles if reduces below a specific limit and the controller reacts and hence
avoid the accident. Basically, the light rays emitted by the car at the front through
the brake light/stop light will be received by the car behind through a receiver at the
front bumper which triggers the car according to the situation. As the emission is
purely based on light rays, there is no chance of environmental issues or scattering
of important signals.
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6.1 Hardware Requırements

(a) Arduino UNO: The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the
Microchip ATmega328P microcontroller and it is programmed with the help
of an open-source Arduino software. This software acts as an integrated devel-
opment environment (IDE) which will help to perform coding on the computer
side and upload it to the physical board. Thus, we can say that Arduino UNO
has hardware and software parts. The hardware section of the board comprises
of digital and analog input/output (I/O) pins that may be interfaced to other
circuits. This Arduino UNO is enough for the data transfer from one device to
another.

(b) LED:Li-Fi bulbs are outfittedwith a chip thatmodulates the light imperceptibly
for optical data transmission. Light emitting diodes (LEDs) are used in Li-Fi
as visible light transmitters. Li-Fi data is transmitted by the LED bulbs and
received by photodiodes. The LED is connected to one of the digital pins. The
LED blinks according to the binary logic sent from the processing software.

(c) LDR: An LDR is a component that has a (variable) resistance that changes
with the light intensity that falls upon it. It is a passive component, which uses
the concept of photoconductivity and has a resistor whose resistance value
decreases when the intensity of light decreases. This optoelectronic device is
mostly used in light varying sensor circuits. The light from theLED is identified
by using LDR and the data is transmitted to the Arduino.

(d) Solar Panel 5v: In our system, it acts as a data receiver of analog digitals. Here,
we have used 5v solar panel. In our system, solar panel acts as a data receiver
of analog signals and not a power source. The LED light source combined with
a solar panel can form a transmitter-receiver system. LED transmits encoded
information which is received by the solar cell and made available where the
information is required.

(e) Ultrasonic Sensor: An ultrasonic sensor is an electronic device that measures
the distance of a target object by emitting ultrasonic sound waves and converts
the reflected sound into a signal. In our system, the ultrasonic sensor is fixed in
front of our vehicle and it measures the distance between the car and obstacle
in front and gives an alerting signal if the distance is beyond a certain limit.

(f) Speaker and audio amplifier
(g) LCD display and batteries.

6.2 Software Requırements

(a) Arduino programming language: Arduino is an open-source platform used
for building electronics projects. Arduino consists of both a physical
programmable circuit board (often referred to as a microcontroller) and a piece
of software, or integrated development environment (IDE) that runs on your
computer, used to write and upload computer code to the physical board. The
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IDE supports C and C++ and includes libraries for various hardware compo-
nents, such as LEDs and switches. The program which is also known as sketch
is uploaded to the Arduino board via a USB cable. Here, it can be run and will
remain in memory until it is replaced.

(b) Python IDLE: Python IDLE is an integrated development environment (IDE)
for Python. The Python installer for Windows contains the IDLE module by
default. IDLE can be used to execute a single statement just like Python shell
and also to create, modify, and execute Python scripts.

(c) Tinkercad: Tinkercad is a free, online 3Dmodeling program that runs in aWeb
browser, known for its simplicity and ease of use. We have used it to stimulate
circuits and to generate Arduino codes.

7 System Design

The system uses the ultrasonic sensor which reads the distance to the obstacle in front
of the vehiclewhere the sensor is fixed. The distance is then sent to theArduinoUNO.
Basically, the light rays emitted by the car at the front through the brake light/stop
light will be received by the car behind through a receiver at the front bumper which
triggers the brake according to the situation. As the emission is purely based on light
rays, there is no chance of environmental issues or scattering of important signals.

The prototype makes a study on digital and analog data transmission. For analog
data transmission,wemade use of audio source, LED, solar panel and audio amplifier.

7.1 Analog Data Transmission

See Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Block diagrams of analog data transmission
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7.2 Schematic Diagram for Analog Data

(a) Transmitter Section:

Depending upon the change in the music which is the analog signal the LED glows
and its light intensity varies according to the fluctuations in the analog signal (Fig. 4).

(b) Receiver Section

At the receiver side, solar panel is used for light detection from the transmitter side
and it then given to an audio amplifier followed by the speaker (Fig. 5).

8 Digital Data Transmission

The light signals emitted from the vehicle at the front will be received by the car
behind via an LDR. Light-dependent resistors are very sensitive to light. When
the required signal reaches the LDR, the input is also obtained. Ultimately when
the distance between the vehicle or vehicle and the object is less than or equal to
predefined limit known as safe distance, and the vehicle itself will apply brakes to

Fig. 4 Block diagram of
transmitter section
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Fig. 5 Block diagram of receiver section in analog data transmission

avoid the accident. If the distance between the vehicle are more than the defined safe
distance, then the systemwill give a warning and emergency notification to the driver
as a safety measure. The distance between the car and obstacle is measured by the
ultrasonic sensor and then passed on to the Arduino UNO. Then, if it is less than the
limit, then it is passed on to the LED and then the LED blinks accordingly.

8.1 Transmitter Section

The value measured using ultrasonic sensor is stored into a variable, say ‘time’. We
then take the half of it and store it in a variable ‘t’. This value is used to compute
the distance which is calculated as 340/t, as 340 m/s is the speed of the sound in air.
The safe distance between car and the object is taken as 15 or above for our study.
Here, a checking is done again to find if it is less than or equal to 5 and if so the LED
glows for a time duration of 25 ms indicating brake should be applied otherwise the
LED will glow for a time duration of 20 ms which is a warning sign. This is how the
transmitter gets activated and starts sending data as Li-Fi signals and is depicted in
the flowchart of the transmitter section (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Block diagram of transmitter section in digital data transmission
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8.2 Receıver Sectıon

The LDR records data from the LED blink in 0 s and 1 s. It is then passed on to
Arduino UNO and the alert or the warning message is sent. Here, instead of buzzer
system, we used an LCD display. The value read from LDR is stored in a variable ‘d’.
In the next 20 ms, LDR value taken is stored to the variable val2. A string variable
duration is concatenated with this val2. If val2 value is 1, then we perform a checking
of whether duration is ‘0001’ and if so it displays a warning in the LCD Display else
if the duration is ‘00001’ it causes the braking system to be enabled. The flowchart
for the receiver section depicts this process (Figs. 7, 8 and 9).

The digital data transmission is represented as depicted in the flowchart (Figs. 10
and 11).

Fig. 7 Block diagram of receiver section in digital data transmission

Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of digital data transmission section
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Fig. 9 Schematic diagram of digital data receiver section

9 Results

In the systemshowing analogdata transmission,we inferred that the speaker produces
sound only when it is exposed to a light which is having Li-Fi signals. In the digital
data transmission system, the audio signal from the mobile phone using AUX cable
andwas given to the Arduino. And this is the output waveformwhich we got from the
Arduino. Now, it is clear that Li-Fi is an ideal point to point communication medium
among two vehicles.

The plot that the signals have a voltage level variation depending upon the light
signals. Similarly, the pattern was observed by varying the sensitivity of the LDR
module to ensure the promptness of Li-Fi. We have voltage measured in the y-axis
and the time taken in the x-axis.

The first plot shows output from solar panel when there are no variations (Figs. 12,
13 and 14).

10 Limitations and Challenges

1. Difficulty in calibrating the Li-Fi receiver in presence of ambient light.
2. The distance between the Li-Fi transmitter and receiver affects the visible light

communication (VLC) technology.
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Fig. 10 Flowchart of transmission section

3. In some cases, the shorter range of Li-Fi communication, Li-Fi put forwards
security features.

4. We can use laser for long-range Li-Fi communication/data transfer, but in this
case, the components of the setup should be in a fixed position.

5. Refraction cases Li-Fi signal loss
6. The modulation in Li-Fi is a challenge when the light illumination is low.
7. Li-Fi should need line of sight for effective data transmission. Small difference

leads to interruption in the transmission.

11 Conclusion and Future Works

Li-Fi era is not too far and there are many companies who have started marketing
products based on Li-Fi technologies. There are many countries where Wi-Fi usage
is narrowed due to its harmful effects especially for children and health sectors. Li-Fi
will predominantly gain wide spread popularity in those places because of its secure
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Fig. 11 Flowchart of receiver section

and environment-friendly nature. It will gradually conquer the whole world and as
predicted by the researchers working on it. As the wave made by photon produced
by a light emitting diode has no power to penetrate through the skin it will soon be a
safer substitute for the electromagnetic waves in the field of communication which
can penetrate through even walls. In hospitals, where real-time health monitoring is
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Fig. 12 Graph showing the output from solar panel under a tube light (i.e., when there is no
variation)

Fig. 13 Graph showing the output from solar panel under a light integrated with audio signal

extremely time critical, Li-Fi can be used as it provides high speed. Li-Fi as elabo-
rated in the applications can play predominant role in aircraft, underwater systems,
vehicle to vehicle communications and other infrastructures. Even our street lamps
can provide us with high speed Internet with the Li-Fi technology.
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Fig. 14 Graph showing the output from Arduino when audio signal from a mobile phone using
AUX cable
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Abstract—Recent years have observed an exponential growth
in the popularity of audio-based authentication systems. The
benefit of a voice-based authentication system is that the person
need not be physically present. Voice biometric system provides
effective authentication in various domains like remote access
control, authentication in mobile applications, customer care
centers for call attests. Most of the existing authentication systems
that recognize speakers formulate deep learning models for
better classification. At the same time, research studies show
that deep learning models are highly vulnerable to adversarial
inputs. A breach in security on authentication systems are not
generally acceptable. This paper exposes the vulnerabilities of
audio-based authentication systems. Here, we propose a novel
downsampling attack to the speaker recognition system. This
attack can effectively trick the speaker recognition framework
by causing inaccurate predictions. The proposed threat model
achieved remarkable attack effectiveness of 75%. This system
employs a custom human voice dataset recorded in real-time
conditions to achieve real-time effectiveness during classification.
We compare the attack accuracy of the proposed attack against
the adversarial audios generated using the CleverHans toolbox.
The proposed attack being a black box attack, is transferable to
other deep learning systems also.

Index Terms—Automatic Speaker Recognition System, Voice
Authentication, Adversarial Attack, Sampling Attack, Clever-
hans, MFCC, Adversarial Machine Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent research trends witnessed tremendous advancement
in the area of voice authentication. Nowadays various appli-
cations such as smart speakers, personal digital assistants,
biometric frameworks, and forensics, enforce voice-based
commands for authentication. Voice biometric system is more
convenient to use as it is a contactless means of authentication.

Voice biometric system incorporates identifying the human
voice and finally verifying the speaker of the audio. As the use
of voice-command-based applications are increasingly rising,
the need to endorse security in such systems has become
a demanding issue. The limitations in uniquely recognizing
the owner of the voice brings the possibility of malpractices.
Any person who is aware of specific voice commands can
operate such systems. Hence these voice-command-based sys-
tems should also incorporate a voice recognition system that
identifies and verifies genuine speakers from voice.

Automatic speaker recognition (ASR) is the challenging
task of authenticating an individual’s identification using voice
biometrics. Fig 1 shows the typical architecture of an ASR
framework. An ASR system [1] involves speaker identification
and speaker verification. It collects voice samples from au-
thentic speakers, extracts the audio characteristics, and trains
the deep learning model using the extracted audio features.
Speaker identification determines the identity of the speaker
from the set of registered users. Speaker verification allows
or denies the claim of the given speaker. Recent updates
in Apple Siri [2] have made it reliably recognize voices,
enabling Home Pod to respond to queries from multiple users
even in shared spaces. Enterprises have started using speaker
recognition technologies for authentication and authorization
purposes even without them being physically present.

The speaker recognition system has attained sufficient cred-
ibility with the advent of deep learning-based classification
techniques. Deep learning approaches have brought efficient
scalability in human audio recognition systems. State of the
art speaker recognition system has revealed that deep learning-
based solutions have an extraordinary improvement over
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Fig. 1. Automatic Speaker Recognition System

legacy statistical approaches. On the contrary, deep learning
models exhibit vulnerabilities to adversarial or perturbated
inputs. Carline et al.[3] recently illustrated that by adding
a hidden disturbance, an attacker could drive the automatic
speech recognition (ASR) framework to misrecognize a voice
command as any adversary-desired command. Fraudulent at-
tacks on such systems can cause security breaches. Com-
manderSong [4] embeds malicious instructions into music,
making individuals treat them as regular ones, though ASR
systems would identify them as instructions and carry them
out accordingly. These instances prove how crucial it is to
have a robust speaker recognition system on top of voice-
command-based applications.

Adversarial Machine Learning (AML) is the area of study
that focuses on identifying the vulnerabilities in machine
learning models. Adding a slight perturbation to the input
data reveals the reliability of the classification model. A
perturbated input datum is called an adversarial sample/input.
These perturbations are often undetectable to humans. Such
adversarial perturbation often fools the learned machine learn-
ing models and ultimately compromises system security. The
presence of perturbated data in deep learning models causes
the system to classify the input incorrectly. Fig 2 depicts
a real-world scenario where the precision and efficiency of
the speaker recognition framework is adversely affected by
extraneous sounds. In this scenario, an authentic individual
tries to open and access his mobile device, enabled by the
speaker recognition framework. Disturbances in the noisy
environment gets superimposed with his voice and cause a
misclassification in the ASR system leading to authentication
failure.

Having sound speaker recognition models that are not
sensitive to adversarial disturbance is a necessity. This paper
discusses a text-independent speaker recognition framework.
We construct an experimental deep learning-based multi-
class speaker recognition system that can identify the voice

characteristics of multiple authentic speakers. We examine
the robustness of our solution by exploring the feasibility of
performing an over-the-air adversarial attack with the help of
custom noise clips taken from youtube. Further, we evaluate
the system using vulnerable samples created utilizing the
CleverHans Toolbox [5]. Finally, the system introduces a novel
adversarial attack called the Downsampling attack, where a
downsampled target audio is embedded into the source audio
to cause a misclassification. The experimentation results reveal
that attaching an imperceptible perturbation into the original
audio misleads the speaker recognition system.

Fig. 2. Effect of Adversary on Speaker Recognition System

The rest of the paper is organized as: Section 2 gives a
brief outline and taxonomy of different adversarial attacks
and defenses performed on ASR systems. Section 3 discusses
the proposed speaker recognition system architecture and the
novel downsampling threat model. Section 4 presents the
results after applying the proposed attack on the ASR system.
Section 5 concludes the work by discussing the future scope
of this research.



II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section presents an overview of various existing ad-
versarial attacks on ASR systems. In addition to the attack
scenarios, this section also describes the potential defense
strategies. Various attacks on speaker recognition systems [2]
can be categorized as:

• Replay attack [6]: Employs prerecorded/ replayed voice
instructions of a genuine target speaker to deceive the
speaker recognition framework.

• Speech synthesis attack [7]: Speech synthesis is the arti-
ficial generation of human speech. It fabricates a victim’s
voice by studying an acoustic pattern from a confined set
of voice samples.

• Impersonation attack [8]: An adversary could imperson-
ate a victim’s voice through mimicry by manipulating
actual voice samples from genuine clients.

• Voice Conversion attack [9]: Transform the speech of a
(reference) speaker so that it sounds like the speech of a
different (target) speaker.

A. Adversarial Attacks

Li et al. in [10] proved that an i-vector [11] based speaker
verification framework is responsive to adversarial attacks.
This system also explains the transferability of adversarial
samples generated with the i-vector system to a DNN-based
x-vector [12] system. The system performs a Fast Gradient
Sign Method (FGSM) [13] attack on the feature space.

Kreuk et al. [14] demonstrated the helplessness of an end-
to-end DNN-based speaker recognition framework to FGSM
assault. Here the authors perform attack perturbations on the
feature space. This system also evaluates the cross-feature
transferability of the attack. The paper does not suggest any
defense strategy against FGSM attacks.

A Natural Evolution Strategy (NES) based adversarial sam-
ple generation strategy was introduced by Chen et al. in [15].
This attack could successfully counterfeit both the GMM-
UBM and the i-vector [11] speaker recognition systems. They
could achieve noteworthy attack effectiveness using their pro-
posed method. During testing, they included only five speakers
in the test set. To effectively evaluate the robustness of the
system, more speakers could have been included in the test
set.

Wang et al. in [16], exploit the x vector-based speaker
recognition system by performing targeted adversarial attacks.
The system produces imperceptible adversarial perturbations
by achieving targeted white-box assaults to the speaker recog-
nition framework. The attack targeted altering the psycho-
acoustic principle of frequency masking. They construct the
audio adversary by masking the threshold of the original
sound. This approach yields an attack accuracy of up to 98.5%.

Abdullah et al. in [17] constructed adversarial samples
based on gradient information. They have worked with almost
all white box attack strategies discussed in literature [18]. They
have implemented the attack mechanism in various attack
mediums like over the line, over the air, over the telephony,

and others. Tianyu Du et al. in [19] introduces a new class
of attack named SirenAttack to generate perturbated voice
samples. SirenAttack uses the gradient-based method to create
perturbated input and optimize it by using the Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) algorithm.

The majority of existing adversarial attacks against the
speaker recognition, construct diverse adversary perturbations
for each input. To make the real-time adversary sample
effective in [20], Yi Xie et al. construct a single universal
perturbation. The advantage is that the universal disturbance
can be applied straightforwardly to any speaker’s articulation.
Since the perturbation is universal, it also helps to reduce the
attack initiation time.

B. Defenses

Wang et al. [21] proposed a regularization-based adversarial
defense strategy that utilizes both FGSM and Local Distribu-
tional Smoothness (LDS) [22] strategy. The proposed method
causes an improvement in the performance of the speaker
verification framework. FGSM was the only attack employed
in the system. This attack is conducted on the feature space
and not on the time domain.

Wu et al. proposed two defensive strategies in [23], a passive
defense method and a proactive method. Passive method aims
to counter adversarial assaults without altering the model.
Here, the model makes use of the spatial smoothing method.
Proactive defense techniques equip new models which are
robust to adversarial instances. The system in [23] uses a
proactive defense strategy comparable to adversarial training.

A Liveness Detection defense approach is proposed by
Abdullah et al. in [17] along with adversarial training. It
points to distinguish whether the source of discourse was a
genuine human or a mechanical speaker. It offers support to
avoid replay sound assaults.

III. SPEAKER RECOGNITION SYSTEM

This section comprises two subsections. The former ex-
plains the architecture of the multi-class speaker recognition
system constructed for evaluation, and the latter illustrates the
proposed downsampling threat model.

A. Target Speaker Recognition Model

Fig. 3 depicts the architecture of our speaker recognition
system. The system makes use of a deep learning-based
network for speaker identification. The proposed system is
a text-independent identification system. It trains the net-
work using audio samples from a custom dataset that can
accurately classify twenty speakers. For efficient classification
performance, the system extracts and makes use of the Mel
Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) [24] feature vector. In
the verification phase, the trained speaker recognition model
classifies the feature vector of the test speaker as genuine or
an imposter.

Architecture under study involves three processes: Frontend
Processing, Feature Extraction, and Training the Model.



Input Audio Sample

     (Training Set)
MFCC Feature Extraction

RELU
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Fig. 3. Proposed System Architecture

• Frontend processing removes non-speech portions from
the signal.

• The feature extraction process extracts the speaker infor-
mation trait from the input signal. The extracted feature
further undergoes channel compensation.

• During the training phase, a sequential model is adopted
to perform the feature training.

Preprocessing step disposes of the periods whose signal
energy falls underneath a specific threshold limit. It is typ-
ically a noise reduction stage that identifies portions of sound
containing human speech. The system uses Butterworth high
pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1000 Hz. Expelling such
unnecessary noise from the audio samples helps to improve
ASR accuracy.

The feature extraction phase splits the preprocessed audio
into short frames and extracts characteristic features from each.
The most commonly used trait in voice processing systems
is MFCC [24]. Extracting MFCC features includes changing
the sound to the frequency domain via a Discrete Fourier
Transform, followed by implementing a Mel Filter Bank, and
then performing a reverse fourier transform to switch the signal
back to the time-space.

To compensate for long-term spectral effects caused by
different microphones and audio channels, standard techniques
such as Cepstral mean normalization (CMN) and variance
normalization (CVN) are employed. The CMN subtracts the
mean vector from each input frame, CVN will normalize the
variance. When CMN and CVN are enabled, features get
normalized to N(0, 1).

Our system devised a sequential model for building the
speaker recognition system. The model employs three layers;
the first layer has an input shape of size 40 with 256 dense
units, the second has 256 dense units and the output layer with
4 dense units with softmax as an activation function. In the
context of multi multiclass classification, the softmax layer

delivers genuine probability values. The Adam optimizer is
used to train your network, which operates efficiently on noisy
and sparse data.

B. The Proposed Threat Model

The speaker recognition system F can be mathematically
formulated as: Given a training set (Si, Ci); 1 ≤ i ≤ n of
speech utterances, where Si denotes the input feature vector
and Ci denotes the corresponding output speaker label to F .
During training, for each given Si the system F learns to
classify it into the corresponding speaker class Ci. Thus the
learning formulates the mapping

F (Si) = Ci; i ∈ [1, n] (1)

An adversary tries to create a perturbated audio sample S∗
i

which is similar to input feature vector Si; S∗
i ' Si, when

given to the trained system, gets misclassified as

F (S∗
i ) = Cj ; Cj ∈ Ci and i 6= j (2)

for a few or all S∗
i

Original Audio (S) Target Audio (T)

   Downsampling

Speaker Recognition 

      System (F(S))

       F(S) == T

(targetted attack)

      F(S) != T

(untargetted attack)

Fig. 4. Downsampled attack model on Audio

The proposed threat model is a played over-the-air black box
attack strategy, where the adversary is unaware of the details
of the classification model. Fig 4 depicts the downsampling
threat model. The adversary crafts an attack by randomly
choosing a pair of utterances from the given set of speaker
utterances C. Let the source speaker audio be S, and target
speaker audio be T . The target speaker audio must be different
from the source speaker audio. The adversary initially down-
samples the target speaker audio by a factor d (downsampling
by 1/2, 1/3, 3/4, 1/4) and produces Td. It then overlays the
downsampled target audio Td with the source speaker audio
S to generate the adversary sample S∗. The adversary can
perform either a targeted attack or an untargeted attack.

F (S∗) =

{
F (T ) if targettedattack
F (T ∗), T ∗ 6= S if untargettedattack

(3)

In a targeted attack, the adversary sample causes the
recognition system to misclassify it into a specific target
speaker F (S∗) = F (T ). In an untargeted attack, the adversary
input causes the system to output any speaker other than the



source speaker F (S∗) 6= F (S).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Dataset

Most of the available datasets for speaker recognition endure
one or more of the following shortcomings; (i) the audio files
in these datasets are recorded under controlled conditions,
(ii) they have restrictions in the size of the audio, (iii) not
readily accessible to the speaker community. Moreover, to
develop a speaker authentication system for handheld devices
like smartphones and PDA, the system needs to be trained
with real-time human speeches instead of celebrity voices or
any other prerecorded datasets. We compiled a customized
dataset to circumvent these restrictions and achieve real-time
efficiency when authenticating.

Our custom dataset comprises audio samples of 10 speakers
identified as Speaker 1, Speaker 2, up to Speaker 10. An
average of 50 audio samples from each speaker is taken,
making 500 audio samples in total. Speakers 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9
are females, and the rest are males. The recordings have been
performed under uncontrolled recording settings to make the
data set harder and sounder. The audio samples are captured
in diverse natural conditions and under different climatic
conditions. The duration of each record varies between 3 and
8 seconds. The test data set includes 100 audios from the
speakers above.

To evaluate the strength of our speaker recognition system,
we have picked five types of unfavorable noise with varying
properties from Youtube, namely the rain, bus station, chil-
dren’s playing, cars, and crowds on the market. Five noises
were acquired for each category, a total of 25 adversary noises.

B. Experimental Outcome

This subsection evaluates the robustness of our speaker
recognition system with and without the presence of the
adversary.

Evaluation Metric: The classification accuracy is calcu-
lated as accuracy = (Ns/Na) ∗ 100%, where Na is the total
number of test audio samples, and Ns is the number of audio
examples that are correctly transcribed.

Table I shows the classification accuracy of our speaker
recognition system. It represents the accuracy gained during
the training, validation, and testing phase. The system is
assessed by using the test dataset comprising of 100 audios.
We gathered ten audios from each speaker under several
uncontrolled settings. The system exhibits a training and
validation accuracy of 91.26% and 98.08%. When introduced
with random input utterances, our system exhibits a few
misclassifications resulting in a classification precision of 88%.
.

Robustness Analysis: The robustness of the experimental
speaker recognition system is evaluated using (i) the pro-
posed downsampling threat model (ii) adding five types of
adversarial noises to the recordings in the custom dataset.

TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF OUR SPEAKER RECOGNITION SYSTEM

Training Accuracy Validation Accuracy Test Accuracy
(%) (%) (%)

91.26 98.08 88

(iii) adversarial audio crafted using CleverHans tool. Table II
presents the overview of the classification accuracy of all three
attack strategies.

TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF SPEAKER RECOGNITION SYSTEM UNDER

VARIOUS ADVERSARIAL CONDITIONS.

Attack #Samples Adversary Classification
Category Sample/Type Accuracy

500 Rain Noise 50

500 Bus Station 50

Adversarial 500 Market Crowd 78

Noise 500 Roadside vehicle 81

500 Kids Playing 50

100 FGSM 28

100 BIM 48

CleverHans 100 JSMA 50

100 LBFGS 36

100 CW 50

Proposed Threat Downsampling

Model 100 Attack 25

To efficiently assess the effectiveness of our proposed threat
model, we considered different downsampling rates (3/4, 1/2,
1/3, and 1/4). A downsampling rate of 1/4 indicates a reduction
in the sampling rate of target audio by a factor of 1/4. This
downsampled audio is then overlaid with the source audio and
sent to the ASR system for evaluation. The attack effectiveness
of the system at different downsample rates is demonstrated
in Fig 5. Here we choose four random speakers (speakers 1,
2, 3, 4) only. The precision of the attack at a downsampling
rate of 3/4 is very high. The efficiency of the threat model
diminishes with the increasing degree of sampling. At a lower
downsampling rate, the obtained superimposed audio becomes
perceptible to the users. We eventually arrived at a downsam-
pling rate of 1/3 as it provides fair attack effectiveness of 75%
keeping the hostile audio obscure to the third person.

We compare our proposed downsampling threat model with
the other two attack strategies; (i) adversarial noise taken from
youtube (ii) adversarial voice generated using CleverHans tool.
We have overlaid every audio in the test dataset with 25
adversarial sounds to measure the influence of an opponent’s
audio. This process produces a total of 2500 (25 x 100 =
2500) samples, .i.e 500 adversary audio for each adversary
noise category. Table II shows that the roadside noise of
vehicles has less impact on the classification. Similarly, market



crowd adversary noise attained a classification accuracy of
78%. The other three adversarial noises (rain, bus station, and
kids playing) have reduced the classification accuracy to 50%.
From Table II, the addition of several adverse sounds from
youtube results in a precision decrease of 88 % percent to an
average of 61.8 %.

Fig. 5. Attack Accuracy of different downsampling rate on 4 Speakers

TABLE III
ATTACK ACCURACY ON TARGETTED AND UNTARGETTED ATTACK

Attack Attack Type Attack Accuracy
Downsampling Targetted 67

Attack Untargetted 75

We compared the proposed threat model against attacks
implemented using CleverHans Toolbox. State-of-the-art
studies on adversarial tools state that CleverHans produces
better attack results compared to other toolboxes. CleverHans
implements a total of 16 disruptions, including Fast Gradient
Method (FGSM), Carlini&WagnerL2 (CW), Basic Iterative
Method (BIM), Projected Gradient Descent, Jacobian Saliency
Map Attack (JSMA), DeepFool, Elastic Net, and L-BFGS.
On each of the 100 test audio, the most popular and effective
attack methods like FGSM, BIM, JSMA, L-BFGS, and
CW were performed and analyzed. Table II summarizes
that FGSM yields the lowest classification accuracy (28%)
compared to the other four attack methods. It shows that
FGSM gives a higher attack accuracy and JSMA and CW
methods exhibit the lowest.

The average classification accuracy of our proposed
downsampling attack method is 25% shown in Table II. The
attack effectiveness of the downsampling attack is higher
compared to the other attack categories. We evaluated the
downsampling attack effectiveness for both targetted and
untargeted speakers. Targetted attack effectiveness deals with
how effectively the system can recognize the speaker of
the target audio. The efficacy of an untargeted attack shows

how accurately the system causes a misclassification. The
proposed threat model gives higher attack effectiveness for
untargeted attacks compared to targetted attacks. Table III
shows that the attack accuracy is 67% for the targeted attack,
and the untargeted attack is 75% accurate.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an effective and imperceptible adversar-
ial attack on Speaker Recognition System. The downsampling
attack being black box in nature will be transferable to other
types of classification systems also. The transferability of this
attack needs to be further explored. From the experimental
analysis, we observe that the proposed attack provides reason-
able attack effectiveness compared to the traditional method
of generating noise. We also found it more effective than the
adversarial audio generated by CleverHans tool. The proposed
attack method can also be extended further by studying the
impact of upsampling on the source audio. Also, it is worth
exploring the possibilities of practical defenses for such an
attack.
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10.1 INTRODUCTION 

The term exfoliation represents a process during which the layered bulk materials are 
expanded through a chemical or physical method to overcome the weak inter-layer 
forces that hold the layers together. Generally, the stacked layered materials seized 
together by van der Waals forces can be easily intercalated or exfoliated by solution 
methods or simple physical means such as shear or ultrasonic vibrations to form 2D 
nanosheets. The exfoliated 2D nanosheets are often composed of single or few lay-
ers of atoms, and most importantly several of their properties are largely deviated 
from the bulk. Such materials fnd applications in electronics, photonics, catalysis, 
supercapacitors, fuel cells, batteries, etc. [1]. The success of graphene triggered the 
development of other 2D structured nanomaterials, especially by the exfoliation of 
layered bulk inorganic materials. Unlike bulk materials, 2D nanosheet counterparts 
exhibit unique electron and phonon transport characteristics, which leads to several 
fascinating properties such as thermal conductivity, ion transport, and charge carrier 
concentration, besides the structural and mechanical properties. 

Many of the 2D nanosheets are non-toxic and can be handled easily, and they can 
be cast to any substrate as a thin flm for device fabrication [2]. Over the years, exfo-
liated 2D nanolayers have become an essential part of electrochemistry, mainly in 
sensing, energy, and environmental applications. 2D carbon allotropes such as gra-
phene and 2D porous carbon are not electrochemically active by themselves; there-
fore, they are often doped/modifed by heteroatoms such as B, P, and N or transition 
metals. The high charge conductivity of the 2D carbon materials is highly favorable 
for several electrochemical applications such as batteries, supercapacitors, sensors, 
and catalysis. The stability of several inorganic 2D nanosheets in acidic and basic 
media makes them attractive for the aforesaid applications and they are considered as 
the immediate replacement for expensive noble metal electrocatalysts [3]. 

MXenes are 2D nanolayers of metal carbides, carbo-nitrides, and nitrides, an 
important class of electroactive 2D nanomaterials that are developed lately. Ti3C2Tx 

is the frst MXene discovered in 2011. So far about 50 different types of MXenes with 
wide chemical and structural variations are synthesized by exfoliating MAX phases by 
selective etching and mechanical shearing. MAX phases represent a family of ternary 
carbides and nitrides. MXenes are unstable in oxygen-containing environments. The 
hydrophilic nature and high surface charge of MXene nanosheets make them stable in 
polar solutions for device printing. The ability of MXenes to intercalate various cations 
including multivalent ions and polar organic molecules between its 2D layers makes 
them apt for non-lithium-ion batteries and supercapacitors [4]. Alike graphene, MXene 
exhibits excellent electronic conductivity and can be functionalized, hybridized, and 
doped for tuning the properties to meet the requirements of a specifc application. 

Many non-noble metal electrocatalysts are inactive and unstable in acidic mediums. 
The reaction in an acidic medium is highly effcient at a high current density. Transition 
metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are highly active electrocatalysts for sensing, batteries, 



 
 

   
 

 

 
 
 

 
  

 

 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

177 Effect of Exfoliation 

supercapacitor, water splitting, etc., especially in acidic and harsh environments. TMDs 
have the general formula MX2, where M is the transition metal and X is the chalcogen 
(X = S, Se, and Te), having a similar layered structure to those of graphene. Alike any 
other 2D layered nanosheets, TMDs can be doped, functionalized, and hybridized for 
improving various operating parameters such as selectivity, sensitivity, and affordabil-
ity in sensing and effciency, stability, and life span in catalysis. Additionally, TMDs 
have good electronic and mechanical properties favorable for electrode materials [5]. 

2D nanosheet of layered hydroxides (LDHs) and oxides are also an important class of 
electrochemical materials, starting from sensing to fuel cells. The presence of oxyl and 
hydroxyl groups allows the effcient transport of ions when they are used as electrodes in 
energy storage. The possibility of intercalation of ions other than Li+ makes them a prom-
ising candidate for non-lithium-ion batteries. The electronic conductivity of LDHs and 
oxides are poor, therefore these materials are often hybridized with carbon-containing 
conductive materials as an effective strategy to increase the intrinsic catalytic activity. 
In this chapter, the electrochemical applications of the exfoliated 2D nanosheets in bat-
teries, supercapacitors, biological sensing, and water splitting are discussed concisely. 
The underlying mechanism of electrochemical activity of different classes of 2D layered 
nanosheets is different. Such unique characteristics of different classes of 2D nanosheets 
favorable for the respective applications are also explored in this chapter. 

10.2 ELECTROCHEMICAL SENSORS 

A large number of sensors are used in our daily life to monitor and modify ourselves 
and our surroundings in a positive way. Electrochemical sensors have the largest share 
among all the chemical sensors, which use an electrochemical reaction (parameters such 
as a change in current and impedance) of the analyte to quantify the concentrations. 
Analytes electrochemically interact with the active material to produce signals and the 
sites on which such interactions happen are known as electrochemically active sites. 
Usually, the concentration of electrochemically active surface area increases with the 
surface area of the active material. Interestingly, exfoliation of 2D materials increases the 
surface area and exposes active sites, which may not be active otherwise. Often, exfoli-
ated materials take part in the electrochemical reaction or act as a host to molecules such 
as enzymes that catalyze the reaction. Exfoliation, being a top-down approach results in 
defects that can also have a positive infuence on the electrochemical reactions because 
of their very high activity. Apart from this, the extend of exfoliation, lateral size, etc. is 
also critical in deciding exfoliated material's electrochemical activity [6]. 

Graphene, which is a carbon allotrope, is the frst known material to be exfoliated 
into atomically thin layers from its bulk counterpart graphite. Graphite can be eas-
ily exfoliated by mechanical cleaving. This can be used as an advantage in sensing 
where the fouling of the electrode material is a serious concern. The detection of 
material like bisphenol-A involves the polymerization of the analyte molecules and 
results in the deposition of the material on the surface of the electrode, which results 
in the electrode fouling. Exfoliated graphite helps in tackling this issue wherein a 
mild polishing results in the removal of the polymerized products from the surface as 
described by Ndlovu et al. [7]. Figure 10.1 schematically represents how exfoliation 
acts as a tool to challenge the fouling issues in electrochemical sensing. 
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Graphite oxide samples are usually exfoliated using thermal shock to achieve high 
quality and are electrochemically active for the detection of hydrogen peroxide and this 
is extensively reported by many researchers. Moolayadukkam et al. in 2020, in detail, 
explained the effect of solar exfoliation on the H2O2 sensing performance. Exfoliated 
graphene sheet has more defect concentration, which acts as the electrocatalytically 
active sites by adsorbing the analyte molecules. These adsorbed analyte molecules are 
electrocatalytically oxidized and corresponding signals can be recorded with a tech-
nique such as chronoamperometry. Figure 10.2 schematically shows graphene layers 
with defects/pores and their activity in adsorbing H2O2 molecules (analyte) [8]. 

Non-carbonaceous materials are electrocatalytically more active and their exfo-
liation has revolutionized electrochemical sensing research and developments. 
Layered 2D TMDs offer a wide variety of materials that can be exfoliated and 
having electrical properties varying from metallic to semiconducting nature. The 
peculiar arrangement of each atomic layer in TMDs offers a variety of active sites 
for the analyte adsorption in each layer after the exfoliation process. This property 
is widely used in the effcient detection of biomolecules. MoS2 is one of the most 
widely used TMDs for sensing and other applications. Ashwathi et al. studied the 
relation between the analyte affnity and the active material by taking MoS2 and Hg 
(II) ions as an example. In this particular example, Hg (II) ions have a high affnity 
toward S-containing groups. Exfoliation leaves S on both the surfaces of nanosheets 
exposed while the Mo layer at the center acting as the backbone. This arrangement 
of atoms improves the sensitivity by many folds clearly showing exfoliation of 2D 
TMDs could be used as an effective method for fne-tuning sensing capabilities [9]. 

FIGURE 10.1 Shows how exfoliation of the material helps tackle the fouling issues in sensing. 

FIGURE 10.2 Schematic representation showing the importance of defects in adsorbing the 
analyte molecules on the graphene surface. 
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LDHs are another class of materials that can be exfoliated to form molecular lay-
ers with metal as the center layer. Compared to TMDs, LDHs have the advantage 
that there may be more than one metal in the metallic center layer, and varying 
the ratios of metals at the center and the metals themselves can tweak the sensing 
properties [10]. Sahoo et al. studied the sensing properties of ultrasonically exfoli-
ated Ni2Co-LDH with dopamine, an important biomolecule. The electron transfer 
rates are reported to be improved on moving from bulk to the monolayers of the 
LDH. Going from bulk to monolayers could help decrease the electron scattering 
at the active material, which can have a positive impact on the sensing properties 
[11]. Strong dependence of the exfoliation on the sensing properties is also reported 
by Chia et al., Authors explained the effect of exfoliation using enzymatic glucose 
sensing as a tool. Exfoliated 2D sheets show better sensing properties because of 
the high surface area and thin nature. Thinner sheets result in a decreased distance 
between adsorbed enzyme and the electrode, which facilitates effcient electron 
transfer. Polymeric 2D material, graphitic carbon nitride also shows similar sensing 
properties upon exfoliation. Kesavan et al. exfoliated graphitic carbon nitride using 
ultrasonication technique and demonstrated the futamide (FLT) sensing properties. 
With the help of impedance spectroscopic studies, they have shown that active sites 
and conductivity are increased as a result of exfoliation. Along with this, the affn-
ity of FLT and nitrogen on the graphitic carbon nitride played an important role in 
improving the sensing properties [12]. 

Irrespective of the layered material, exfoliation is observed to have a signifcant 
infuence on the sensing properties. Exfoliation results in exposing active sites and the 
reduction in thickness resulting in better absorption of the analyte molecules and better 
electron transfer characteristics. Apart from this, the method of exfoliation induces dif-
ferent types of defects on the 2D crystal, the electron density on these defects such as 
edges and pores have an impact on the electrocatalysis of the analyte molecule. Carefully 
altering the method of exfoliation, sensing capabilities of the materials could be extended. 

10.3 WATER SPLITTING AND FUEL CELLS 

Water is an abundant source of energy and splitting water in a most economic route is 
a serious research concern in recent years for the production of hydrogen and oxygen. 
Hydrogen is considered the most advantageous renewable source of energy and the 
availability of oxygen is critical for the treatment of patients affected with COVID 
19. Oxygen is also important for the complete combustion of any fuel, including 
hydrogen. The commercial electrocatalysts containing noble metals are currently 
used in fuel cells as hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), oxygen evolution reaction 
(OER), and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) catalysts. The involvement of noble 
metals in crucial energy-related applications such as a fuel cell increase the installa-
tion and operation cost tremendously. Recently, several non-noble metal electrocata-
lysts are introduced as a replacement for noble metals and their derivatives. Several 
2D layered nanosheets prepared by intercalation/exfoliation are subjected to HER 
and OER/ORR. Many are identifed as potential replacements for noble metals in 
their respective applications. A list of widely studied exfoliated 2D materials as elec-
trocatalysts are discussed in this session. 
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10.3.1 HYDROGEN EVOLUTION REACTION (HER) 

The evolution of hydrogen by electrochemical water splitting can be a feasible way 
of storing hydrogen for energy-related applications, especially for fuel cells. Over 
the years, noble metals are broadly used as an effcient catalyst for HERs. However, 
the high cost of noble metals limits their extensive use as a catalyst at a large scale. 
To overcome the high cost of noble metal catalysts, electroactive materials that are 
available in abundance are proposed as catalysts. However, the major challenges of 
most non-noble materials used in HER are (1) the low effciency, well below the 
thermodynamic limits of the water-splitting reaction and (2) the short lifetime [13]. 
Materials containing transitions metals are very active for HER. Though HER can be 

+ − − −performed either in an acid (2H + 2e ˝ H2  or basic ( 2 + ˝ H2 +) 2H O 2e  2OH ) 
medium, a basic medium is commonly preferred due to the short-term stability of 
many materials in the acid medium. Similarly, due to stability issues, pure metals are 
avoided for HER reactions. To improve the performance of electroactive materials 
par to the noble metals several strategies are adopted. The suitability of a nanostruc-
tured material as an electrocatalyst depends on the surface area, presence of defects 
such as oxygen vacancies, availability of active sites on the surface, and dopants. The 
surface area plays an important role in HER since HER is a surface-active reaction. 

Materials with the layered structure are identifed as a suitable candidate for the 
HER since the layered materials are often characterized by the presence of multiva-
lent transition metals in their crystal structure and the synergic interaction of these 
elements can augment the catalysis by offering many active sites for catalyzing the 
reaction. Interestingly, the conductive fexible 2D nanosheets enable the easy access 
of the electron from the catalyst substrate to the surface through intimate contact. As a 
result, the interfacial electron transfer resistance can be reduced and electrons can cir-
culate through the external circuit effciently [14]. The most active sites of exfoliated 
2D materials for HER are located along the edges of the layers, but its performance is 
currently limited by the density and reactivity of active sites. The unprecedented HER 
activity of the layered materials is observed when they are exfoliated by intercalating 
a charged ion such as Li and Na, and thereby surface area is increased enormously 
in addition to the increased electrical conductivity. The overall HER activity is deter-
mined by how well hydrogen atoms can be adsorbed on the catalyst surface [14]. 

Among the layered materials, the introduction of exfoliated TMDs is a break-
through in the history of non-noble metal catalysts for HER. Chemically exfoliated 
layers of dichalcogenides such as MoS2, WS2, CoS2, VS2, and NiS2 are extensively 
studied as a promising electroactive HER catalyst. The above materials exhibit a 
low overpotential in the range of 100–250mV vs reversible hydrogen electrode in 
an acidic medium. Overpotential is the measure of the effciency of a material for a 
water-splitting reaction and it represents the loss of the applied voltage. The overpo-
tential of platinum/carbon commercial electrodes are ~30–50mV. The layered materi-
als without exfoliation or intercalation are often inactive as in the case of MoS2. The 
ultra-thinning and 2D nanosheet formation create an abundance of HER active sites at 
the edges [15]. Moreover, the planar mobility of electrons along the 2D layer guaran-
tees rapid electron transfer from the substrate to active sites. The exfoliated transition 
metal selenides and tellurides are also reported as electroactive materials for HERs. 
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For instance, exfoliated WSe2, MoSe2, MoS2(1−x)Se2x, MoTe2, WTe2, MoSe2/WSe2, 
VSe2, etc. 2D nanosheets exhibited a superior performance than the bulk counter-
parts. Doping noble metals such as Pt and Ru to the 2D chalcogenides can increase the 
catalytic activity tremendously. MoSe2 is an n-type semiconductor, converting MoSe2 

to a p-type semiconductor by Nb or Ta doping reduces its activity toward HER [16]. 
MXene (layered metal nitrides and carbides) is a new family of exfoliated mate-

rials and potential electrocatalyst for HER, MXene adopts a general formula of 
Mn+1XnTx (n = 1–3), where M is a transition metal such as Mo, V, or Ti, X is C and/ 
or N, and Tx represents surface functional groups such as H or OH. Despite the high 
surface area, MXenes are characterized by excellent hydrophilicity and conductiv-
ity. Interestingly, the active HER sites for MXene are located on the O* basal plane, 
which makes them ideal for HER [17]. The HER activity of MXene is enhanced by 
modifying the transition metal, during which the Gibbs free energy for hydrogen 
adsorption is improved, subsequently, one can obtain a decreased barrier energy for 
hydrogen production [18]. MXene combined with nanostructured platinum is widely 
used as the electrocatalyst. Mo2TiC2Tx, Ti3C2Tx, V4C3Tx, Mo2TiC2Tx, etc. are some 
representative MXene electrocatalysts for HER. 

Layered carbon allotropes such as graphene and its oxide exhibit poor adsorp-
tion toward hydrogen; therefore, they are not effcient catalysts for HER. However, 
these materials are extensively used as supporting materials for electroactive ele-
ments and nanostructures. The graphene decorated with electroactive nanostructures 
of Pt, Ni-Mo-N, Ni, CoP, MoS2, ReSe2, WS2, etc. is identifed as excellent catalysts 
for HER in a basic medium. In addition to the large surface area, the high conduc-
tivity of the graphene/graphene oxide signifcantly reduces the interfacial electron 
transfer resistance between the catalyst support and the active sites, which ultimately 
improves the effciency toward HER. 

10.3.2 OXYGEN EVOLUTION REACTION (OER) AND 

OXYGEN REDUCTION REACTION (ORR) 

The electrochemical generation of oxygen through water splitting is critical in metal-
air batteries and fuel cells. The electrochemical OER (2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e−) and 
ORR (O2 + 4H+ + 4e− → 2H2O) are four-electron transfer reactions. Due to the com-
plicated multi-electron transfer steps, the ORR/OER suffers from sluggish kinetics. 
Similar to HER, noble metals and their derivatives exhibit low overpotential for both 
ORR (e.g., Pt) and OER (e.g., IrO2 and RuO2) applications. 2D nanolayers are unique 
due to a large number of surface atoms as compared to the internal atoms, which makes 
them highly electroactive for a variety of applications. Exfoliated 2D materials like 
graphene and graphene oxide, inorganic monolayer materials such as metal oxides, 
TMDs, LDHs, MXenes, diatomic hexagonal boron nitride, and black phosphorous 
(BP or phosphorene) are studied as potential candidates for OER and ORR applica-
tions. In addition to the planar strength, exfoliated 2D materials are fexible with an 
atomic or few-layer thickness. Interestingly, the most single or few layers of graphene, 
carbon nanosheets (CNS), TMDs, LDHs, and MXenes are exfoliated from their bulk, 
and these are the most extensively studied 2D materials for OER application. 
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To overcome the scarcity of OER electrocatalysts for acid medium the transition 
metal dichalcogenides (TMD) are proposed. The exfoliated 2D nanosheets of MoS2, 
TaS2, WS2, MoSe2, etc. either in 1T and 2H polymorphic forms are the common elec-
troactive catalysts for OER. The performance of the above materials for OER is par 
to stable IrO2. Liquid phase and ion intercalation are the most common routes for the 
exfoliation of TMDs nanosheets from the bulk by overcoming the weak van der Waals 
interaction among layers. The step-by-step exfoliation of bulk TMDs using Isopropyl 
alcohol and the preparation of electrodes using exfoliated nanolayers are shown in 
Figure 10.3. Alike HER, the dominant active sites of TMDs for OER are on the edges 
rather than the surface [19]. The dichalcogenides of noble metals such as Rhenium-, 
Ruthenium-, and Iridium- exhibit exceptional activity toward OER and ORR. 

Unlike in the HER, MXenes themselves are not directly active for ORR or OER 
electrocatalysis; however, they serve as excellent supports for various electroactive 
materials. MXenes are better catalyst support for Pt nanoparticles or Pt/Pd atoms 
than carbon as in the commercial Pt/C electrode for OER due to the strong inter-
action between Pt and the respective MXene layers. Likewise, other electroactive 
materials such as metal-organic frameworks, carbon nitride, LDHs, oxides, borate, 
sulfdes, and metals bound to the surface of MXenes also exhibited superior OER 
activity par to the commercial noble metal catalysts. Hybrid TMD–MXene-like 
materials are recently introduced as OER catalysts. The heterostructure of the above 
hybrids allows the synergistic interactions between TMDs and MXenes and one can 
achieve a signifcant improvement in the OER activity. 

Carbon allotropes themselves are not active for OER or ORR, though when doped 
with heteroatoms (B, S, N, P, F, and O) or transition metals (Ni, Co, Fe, etc.), they 
become excellent ORR and OER catalysts. The conductivity of graphene, 2D porous 

FIGURE 10.3 Schematic representation of step-by-step electrode fabrication process using 
exfoliated TMDs. (a) Starting TMD, (b) Insertion water and IPA, (c) Sonication and exfolia-
tions, and (d) application for OER (Wu et al. 2016). Reprinted with permission from © 2016 
John Wiley and Sons. 
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carbon, and graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) layers can significantly reduce the 
interfacial resistance between the electroactive materials or the active sites and the 
current-carrying substrate. Additionally, as discussed in the case MXenes, the exfo-
liated 2D carbon layers are commonly used as a support for nanosized or atomic 
catalytic materials. MoS2, Fe3O4, FeP, Ni2P, CoP2, CoOx, NiO, etc. are some represen-
tative nanoparticles grown on 2D carbon materials for OER. Nevertheless, the long-
term stability of carbon-based electrocatalysts is inferior to MXenes. Both MXenes 
and 2D carbon allotropes are mostly sought for OER and ORR in a basic medium.

Among the OER catalysts, layered double hydroxides (LDHs) are extensively stud-
ied as a potential replacement for noble metal catalysts due to their compositional and 
structural flexibility in addition to the simple preparation routes. Often LDHs adopt 

a formula either M M2+ 3+ −
x x1− ( )OH 2 ( )A .n

x   Hy 2O or M M1+ 4+ −
x x1− ( )OH 2 ( )A .n

x   Hy 2O; 
n n

where M is a metal and A is the intercalating anion. In LDHs, every single layer is 
composed of edge-sharing octahedral MO6 moieties (M stands for metal) as shown in 
Figure 10.4. The color code used in the figure are: purple for metals, red for oxygen, and 
grey for inter-layer anions and water molecules. If d1 is the inter-layer distance before 
intercalation, the inter-layer distance increases after intercalation to d2 and d2 > d1. 
One can observe the change in interlayer spacing under an electron microscope and 
the subsequent change in the crystal structure from X-ray diffraction. The transition 
metal oxides (TMOs) with d-orbitals can effectively bind oxygen species on its surface, 
which is an essential requirement for OER/ORR catalyst. The substitution of elements 
in M2+ and M3+ sites can fine-tune the electronic as well as the catalytic properties of 
LDHs. Exfoliated LDHs formed by a combination of the transition metals, Ni-Co, 
Ni-Fe, Co-Fe, Co-Co, Ni-Mn, Co-Mn, etc. are some representative low overpotential 
electrocatalysts for OER in a basic medium among the non-noble metal catalysts.

Exfoliated layered perovskite with the general formula ABO3 (A and B can be 
occupied by a large number of elements in the periodic table) and delafossite with 
the general formula AMO2 is also studied as potential OER catalysts [20]. The 
above oxides with transition metals such as Co, Ni, and Fe at one of the sites are 
excellent OER catalysts. Such oxides are stable than the carbon-containing catalysts 
under oxidative environments and offer a competitive catalytic property compa-
rable to noble metals.

FIGURE 10.4 (a) Structure of layered hydroxides, (b) LDHs intercalated with a layer of 
anions and water molecules, and (c) exfoliated LDH monolayers in a colloidal solution (Song 
and Hu 2014). Reprinted with permission from © 2014 Springer Nature.
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10.4 SUPERCAPACITORS 

Supercapacitors bridge the gap between rechargeable batteries and conventional 
capacitors. But one of the major restrictions of supercapacitors is their lower energy 
density than the rechargeable batteries. There are several reported attempts to 
improve and enhance the energy density of supercapacitors. Supercapacitors mainly 
consist of electrodes, electrolytes, current collectors, sealants, and separators. The 
selection and design of the electrode materials have a major role in the overall perfor-
mance of a supercapacitor as it determines the ionic conductivity, surface area, and 
chemical and thermal stability [21]. 

Supercapacitors are categorized mainly into two, based on their charge storage 
mechanism, one is electric double-layer (EDLC) or faradaic capacitor where energy 
is stored via non-Faradaic electrostatic interaction and the other one is pseudocapaci-
tor where the energy storage is accomplished through Faradaic redox charge trans-
fer reactions [22]. When 2D layered nanomaterials are used as electrodes in both 
Faradaic and non-Faradaic storage systems, the charge is mainly stored at the basal 
plane of the layered nanosheet, i.e., with the larger planar area. Additionally, the 
presence of active edge sites and the weak van der Waals gap between the nanosheet 
layers of 2D nanomaterials offer enhanced and suitable electrochemical perfor-
mance in supercapacitors. Here in this section, the most commonly used exfoliated 
2D nanosheets of both carbon-based and non-carbon-based are discussed in detail. 

Graphene is one of the most common 2D layered carbon sheets with a hexagonal 
lattice structure, widely investigated for supercapacitor applications. The kinetics of 
an electrode material mainly depends on the transportation and diffusion of electro-
lyte ions. Due to the lack of enough edge planes and surface charges, monolayer gra-
phene is considered one of the most chemically and electrochemically inert materials 
[23]. During the charge storage process, graphene acts as a superior active material as 
the electrolyte ions like Na+, K+, etc., can be stored electrostatically on the electrode. 
But the agglomeration of graphene nanosheets due to the strong van der Waals inter-
action limits the full utilization of graphene surface for ion adsorption. The agglomer-
ated structure extremely limits the direct access to the charge-storage surfaces, which 
fnally leads to the increase in ionic resistance at the electrode [24]. Higher agglom-
eration, hydrophobicity, and the random orientation of graphene nanosheets restrict 
the availability of ions on the active surface. Thus, the morphology of the electrode 
materials plays a vital role in the charge storage mechanism of supercapacitors. 

Stoller et al. developed chemically modifed graphene (CMG) electrodes with 
good electrical conductivity and a specifc surface area of 705m2g−1, by chemical 
functionalization of monolayer graphene. The CMG electrode materials exhibited 
a specifc capacitance of 135 F g−1 in aqueous electrolyte (5.5 M KOH) and 99 F g−1 

in the organic electrolyte [25]. Most reported graphene-derived electrode materials 
exhibited lower specifc surface area than their theoretical value (2,630 m2g−1). But 
the Ruoff group reported KOH-activated thermally exfoliated graphene oxide and 
microwave exfoliated graphene oxide (MEGO) electrode material, which exhibited 
an ultrahigh specifc surface area value of 3,100m2g−1, a high electrical conductivity 
(~500 S.m−1), high content of sp2-bonded carbon, and low hydrogen content. The KOH-
activated MEGO electrode exhibited a notable high energy density (~70 Wh kg−1) 
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and power density (~250kW kg−1) at a current density of 5.7 A g−1 [26]. El-Kady et al. 
fabricated a graphene-based supercapacitor via laser irradiation of a graphene oxide 
flm coated on a fexible substrate mounted in a LightScribe DVD optical drive. The 
graphene oxide sheets stacked in the flm were reduced and exfoliated simultane-
ously upon laser irradiation and this structure restricts the agglomeration of graphene 
sheets and also the open pores in them facilitate the easy accessibility of electrolyte 
on the electrode surface. The resultant laser-scribed graphene sheets exhibited a high 
specifc surface area of 1,520m2g−1, good mechanical fexibility, and high electrical 
conductivity (1,738 S.m−1) [27]. Miller and his group fabricated supercapacitor elec-
trodes using radio frequency plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition in which 
vertically oriented graphene nanosheets were deposited on a heated Ni-substrate. 
They showed a specifc surface area of ~ 1,100m2g−1 and effective fltering of 120Hz 
current with a resistance-capacitance time constant value less than 0.2 ms. With the 
exposed edge planes the vertically aligned graphene nanosheets showed enhanced 
charge storage as compared to the fat graphene nanosheets [28]. The exceptional 
properties and promising application of graphene in energy storage devices have trig-
gered a remarkable interest in exploring other non-carbon 2D layered nanostructures 
with versatile properties. 

Non-carbon-based 2D layered nanomaterials have been considered as a poten-
tial candidate for supercapacitor electrodes owing to their unique physical and 
chemical properties such as high electronic conductivity, tunable surface chem-
istry, more surface-active sites, dual non-faradaic and faradaic electrochemical 
performances, and larger mechanical strength. 2D non-CNSs include TMDs 
(MoS2, WS2, TiS2, ZrS2, MoSe2, WSe2, etc.), layered metal-oxides, hexagonal 
boron nitride (h-BN), LDHs, graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4), and MXenes 
(Ti3C2, V2C, Ti2AlC, TiAlC, Ti3CN) [29]. Among TMDs, 2D MoS2 nanosheets 
are a potential supercapacitor electrode material that exhibits large electrical 
double layer capacitance (EDLC) owing to their stacked sheet-like structure, and 
large pseudocapacitance due to the different Mo oxidation states (+2 to +6). Tour 
and his co-workers developed vertically aligned/edge-oriented MoS2 nanosheets 
that offer a high capacitive property with more van der Waals gaps and rendered 
reactive dangling bonds sites for the electrolyte ions. Areal Capacitance of 12.5 
mF cm−2 was obtained for sponge-like vertically aligned MoS2 electrodes [30]. 
Layered 2D TMOs exhibit exceptionally high surface area and high conductivity 
as they are capable of holding charged ions on their surface without intermix-
ing. Supercapacitors based on layered TMOs feature superior cyclic stability, high 
energy density, and high discharge currents. Commonly used 2D layered TMOs 
include MnO2, NiO, Co3O4, and RuO2. MnO2 possesses low conductivity and thus 
they require a conductive matrix of graphene or metal foam. Peng et al. fabricated 
a supercapacitor electrode integrating 2D graphene and 2D MnO2 into a planar 
capacitor design that was highly fexible [31]. 

2D LDH sheets are a class of multi-metal clay materials that consist of metal 
cations brucite layers octahedrally surrounded by hydroxyls forming M2+(OH)6/M3+/ 
M4+(OH)6 octahedra. Their high redox activities can be attributed to their unique 
properties like cations, easy tenability in their host layers and they are capable of 
exchanging anions without disturbing the structure. In NiAl-LDH, its electrochemical 
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property is due to a mixed mechanism comprising of ‘electron hopping’ along with 
the layers of LDH and the migration of protons from the host layer to the solution 
[32]. MXenes have become a widely accepted supercapacitor electrode material with 
their impressive electrochemical properties due to their unique 2D structure and 
well-defned geometry. MXenes are one of the fast-growing materials among 2D 
materials, which include metal carbides, nitrides, and carbonitrides. One of the prom-
ising features of MXene is the exceptionally large interlayer spacing, which helps 
in the de/intercalation of ions like Na+, Li+, etc. Mainly hydrogen bonding and van 
der Waals bonding interactions act between the MXene layers. To produce MXene 
single fake suspensions, water, cations, tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH), 
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), etc. are intercalated into the MXene interlayer spacing 
followed by the sonication process. In the H2SO4 electrolyte, Ti3C2Tx shows a high 
volumetric capacitance of ~1,500 F cm−3 (380 F g−1), and the conductive, transparent 
Ti3C2Tx flms are used to fabricate solid-state transparent supercapacitors [33]. 

10.5 LITHIUM-ION BATTERY 

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are the answer to many of the energy storage-related 
challenges. LIBs become an essential part of everyday life. LIBs work by the rocking 
chair mechanism wherein the lithium ions are moved between the anodes and cath-
odes. The electrodes play an important role in storing the lithium ions by the inter-
calation and deintercalation reactions. Historically, layered materials have played an 
important role in the development of LIBs by allowing the layered structures of the 
electrodes like graphite to intercalate lithium ions. Currently, LIBs use a wide variety 
of electrodes having mechanisms such as insertion, alloying, and conversion reac-
tions [34]. Electrodes with higher rate capability, higher charge capacity, and (for 
cathodes) suffciently high voltage can improve the energy and power densities of Li 
batteries and make them smaller and cheaper. The fast-paced life around the globe 
is forcing researchers to focus on materials that can be charged faster and hold more 
energy per volume and weight. Layered materials are often helpful in achieving faster 
lithium-ion diffusion and have a higher capacitive contribution. Owing to compelling 
electrochemical and mechanical properties, exfoliated 2D nanomaterials have been 
propelled to the forefront in investigations of electrode materials in recent years. 

Exfoliated 2D nanomaterials are exceedingly desirable as anodes and cathodes. 
As anodes, the famous candidates are graphene and graphene-based composite mate-
rials, including carbon nanotubes/graphene, nonmetal/graphene, TMOs/graphene, 
sulfde/graphene, and salts/graphene. As cathodes, exfoliated 2D nanomaterials have 
remarkable electron transport velocity, high theoretical capacity, and excellent struc-
tural stability. The exfoliation of bulk material and Li+ insertion was represented in 
Figure 10.5, which shows easier paths for lithium-ion storage. 

Graphite is the most traditionally used anode in LIBs, which is a layered material. 
Expansion and exfoliation of the graphite are well reported by various researchers. 
Graphite as such shows a theoretical capacity of 372 mAh g−1. Due to good electri-
cal conductivity, high surface area, and greater mechanical fexibility, graphite exfo-
liation has attracted the most attention for fabricating high-performance electrode 
material for LIB. Lithium may bond both graphene sheet sides as well as edges and 
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FIGURE 10.5 Sketch of the exfoliated layered material as a cathode for Li+ insertion in LIBs. 

covalent sites. Recent studies demonstrated that the small lateral sizes of narrow gra-
phene nano-ribbons can accommodate Li+ ions at the edges sites more effciently than 
basal sites, thus leading to maximum Li-storage in the form of Li4C6. The probable 
defects formed during the exfoliation process become an advantage in such cases. 
Apart from this, graphene nanosheets are widely used to make composites with other 
electrode materials. In materials like silicon, graphene sheets are also used to give 
cushioning effect to accommodate the high volume change during the lithium uptake. 

Exfoliated carbons are trustable electrodes for lithium battery electrodes but lack 
high capacity, which restricts the overall capacity of the batteries. Exfoliated 2D 
group V nano-crystals have a greater theoretical capacity than graphite. Exfoliation 
of these metallic electrodes is challenging because of the stability issues. Among 
them, layered 2D antimony has the potential as electrode material for LIBs, owing to 
their large interlayer distance in their layered structure, high capacity, long mean free 
path, and environmental friendliness. The theoretical capacity of antimony is mod-
erate therefore other 2D materials are also explored as LIB electrodes. The layered 
transition metal oxides (LTMOs) require a special mention in LIBs. The exceptional 
feature of these materials is the presence of an interlayer region that serves as the host 
for ion intercalation. The extensive interlayer spacing and weak interlayer bonding 
of LTMOs permit the intercalation of an enormous variety of guest species, like cat-
ions, polymers, and anions. LTMO has excellent electronic and ionic conductivity, the 
attainability of interlayer sites for the intercalation of cations from the electrolyte, and 
the ability to undergo redox reaction property for high energy density LIB. Several 
mechanisms are possible when LTMO is in contact with an electrolyte like intercala-
tion, conversion, double layer capacitance, conversion, and pseudocapacitance [35]. 
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2D TMDs consist of greater specifc capacity and larger interlayer spacing, which 
permit a quick Li+ insertion/extraction process without persuading noteworthy volume 
changes [36]. Exfoliated layers of chalcogenides such as MoS2, NbSe2, WS2, MoSe2, 
TaSe2, and MoTe2 nanosheets are widely used for the LIB. Among them, MoS2 is an 
exciting electrode material for LIBs due to its high theoretical capacity. MoS2 nano-
layers allow intercalation of Li+ ions into the structure without noteworthy volume 
change and charging and discharging prevent the disintegration of active material. 
Based on the reaction MoS2 + 4Li+ + 4e− ↔ 2Li2S + Mo, the electrochemical reaction 
of Li with MoS2 involves 4 moles of Li per mole of MoS2. The main concern of MoS2 

layered nanomaterial is low electronic conductivity and poor cyclic stability [37]. 
Another class of materials that is gaining recent attention is MXenes, which pos-

sess 2D layered structure. The main advantage of MXene as electrode material for the 
energy storage device is the separation between MXene layers that can be controlled 
systematically. MXenes usage as anode for LIBs was frst reported by Naguib et al. 
[38]. The MXenes prepared by Naguib showed improved surface area by ~10-fold as 
compared with graphene since MXenes exhibit improved specifc capacity. Layered 
morphology of the electrodes always had a positive impact on LIBs by facilitating the 
rocking chair mechanism. Fast charging and higher capacities are repeatedly reported 
as a result of exfoliation. Structural changes during the exfoliation are usually acting 
in favor of the intercalation of more lithium ions to the electrodes. Therefore, exfoli-
ated 2D materials are going to have a large impact on the future development of LIBs. 

10.6 CONCLUSIONS 

Exfoliated 2D nanosheets have gained considerable attention from the research com-
munity in recent years. The development of various 2D nanosheets of different ori-
gins allows the researchers to resolve numerous bottlenecks associated with many 
electrochemical devices, especially in sensors, fuels cells, supercapacitors, and bat-
teries. Though exfoliation is a top-down approach, it can produce reasonably good 
quality nanosheets in large quantities, which is essential for device fabrication at a 
large scale. Interestingly the defects generated during exfoliation favor electrochemi-
cal activity than the ones prepared by chemical vapor deposition with fewer defects. 
The exfoliated 2D materials are expected to play an important role in the further 
advancements in electrochemical devices in the coming years. 
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Abstract - To improve personal satisfaction in any country, the 

strategies for strong waste management should be reinforced. 

In India, the concept of engineered landfilling is not fully 

utilized. On the off chance that enough land is usable, it is 

viewed as a savvy practice. Aside from certain progressions, 

for example, reusing and source moderation methodologies, it 

has been found that garbage removal in landfills will stay an 

unavoidable piece of the strong waste administration 

framework. The bioreactor landfill concept changes the 

purpose of landfilling from storage to treatment of waste. The 

working hypothesis is that they encourage and speed up the 

natural exploitation of waste by safeguarding ideal dampness 

content inside the cells where the squanders are handled. The 

distribution of leachate assists with controlling dampness and 

microorganisms help to settle natural waste. The development 

of Bioreactor landfills can give natural and monetary 

advantages, and it is a promising strong waste administration 

framework for a thickly populated and emerging nation like 

India. This paper examines the possibility of a Bioreactor 

landfill for waste handling in the Indian context. The main 

features, types, operations, advantages, disadvantages and 

differences to the conventional landfills are discussed in detail.  

 Keywords—bioreactor landfill, waste disposal, 

sustainability 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Attributable to different sources of strong waste with 

quick development in the populace worldwide, maintainable 

metropolitan strong waste administration has become a 

necessity. The age of MSW has become an inexorably 

significant worldwide issue throughout the most recent 

decade. The expanded age of strong waste has provoked the 

execution of coordinated MSW the board, which 

incorporates reusing, fertilizing the soil, incineration and 

landfilling. About 80% to 90% of metropolitan waste is 

discarded in landfills without proper administration 

strategies or open copying, as indicated by gauges 

prompting air, water, soil contamination. Natural substances 

and actual cycles in landfill conditions encourage the 

biodegradation of natural squanders in MSW. Natural 

boundaries, like landfill liners and covers, are regularly 

utilized in ordinary landfills to keep dampness out, which is 

essential for waste biodegradation. Therefore, wastes are 

caught in a "dry burial place" and stay unharmed for 

extensive stretches going from 30 to 200 years, possibly 

outliving the landfill obstructions and covers. Liner 

disappointment in customary dry landfills is a chance, later 

on, representing a critical danger of groundwater and 

surface water pollution. Today, one idea that has got a ton of 

consideration is the "Bioreactor landfill." Within 5 to 10 

years of presenting the bioreactor interaction, a bioreactor 

landfill is a sterile landfill that utilizes improved 

microbiological cycles to change over and balance out the 

promptly and respectably decomposable natural waste 

constituents. In contrast with what might somehow occur in 

a landfill, the bioreactor landfill incredibly builds the level 

of natural waste decay, transformation rates, and cycle 

adequacy. The expansion of leachate or other fluid 

revisions, the expansion of sewage muck or different 

alterations, temperature control, and a "bioreactor landfill" 

give control and cycle streamlining, mostly through the 

expansion of leachate or other fluid changes, temperature 

control, and supplement supplementation. Additionally, the 

activity of a bioreactor landfill can require the option of air. 

Various types of "bioreactor landfills, for example, 

anaerobic bioreactors, oxygen-consuming bioreactors, and 

vigorous anaerobic bioreactors have been created and 

worked around the planet dependent on waste 

biodegradation mechanisms. 

 

This paper means to raise peruse consciousness of the 

bioreactor landfill as a possibly reasonable waste 

management tool. It is required to be an essential 

commitment to future conversations among landfill 

proprietors and administrators, lawmakers, controllers, 

preservationists, and the overall population. 

 

II. WASTE MANAGEMENT IN INDIA 

It has been found that MSW, which ordinarily contains 

half biodegradable materials, 20% recyclable materials, and 

30% dormant and inorganic materials including sands, 

rocks, and rock, has enormous energy potential. The 

metropolitan urban communities and towns of India's 

different states produce about 0.5 kg of MSW per capita 

each day. Only 12–14 % of MSW is formally taken care of 

in India, with the rest going to open unloading and landfill 

removal choices. As per the Planning Commission Report 

(2014), around 377 million individuals living in 

metropolitan territories produce 62 million tons of MSW 

each year, with 165 million tons each year and 436 million 

tons each year projected later on. The MSWM rules are set 

up to decrease the measure of waste that winds up in 

landfills by reusing likely material and assets from MSW. 

The various waste management methods for Indian MSW 

are listed below (Nandan et al., 2017; Pujara et al., 2019) 
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